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Abstract This paper addresses the specific issues
of the EPA-700 and its subsystem components

The Miniature Sensor Technology on the MSTI platform. Current subsystem
Integration (MSTI) program sponsored by testing and development status will be
BMDO and executed by the Air Force Phillips presented, as well as solutions for the issues
Laboratory at Edwards AFB, CA has encountered to date.
demonstrated fast turnaround, low cost, and
high quality development of small satellites.
The primary goal of the program is to L Introduction
demonstrate on orbit, BMDO developed
advanced technology sensor devices. Other The benefits of electric propulsion
additional demonstrations of advanced systems to DOD missions are manifold and well
technology devices include propulsion, guidance known [1,2]. High specific impulse thrusters
and control, and spacecraft power processing substantially reduce propellant requirements for
technology components. spacecraft missions enabling increases in on-

The MSTI small satellite approach orbit lifetime, enhanced maneuvering, and
allows system integration of advanced launch vehicle down sizing as well as other
components in full and various qualification benefits. This paper reports on the progress of
stages to be flown cheaply and with minimal the Electric Propulsion Operational
integration times. Electric propulsion .Characterization Experiment (EPOCH) [3,4].
technology can take advantage of such a small The objective of the EPOCH is the flight
and simple space platform for characterization demonstration of an electric propulsion system
of the system integration issues associated with on a small satellite (<300 kg total mass). The
their operation. use of a small satellite is central to EPOCH, for

This approach presents some small satellites offer the benefits of being less
challenges to a small spacecraft platform, expensive, faster to deploy, and allow for faster
including development of sufficient power to turnaround of experimental subsystems benefits.
operate the device, EMI issues, thermal Along with increasing the lifetime of the
dissipation (both thruster and power processing satellite, such a flight demonstration will help
units), and mitigating contamination (both resolve issues associated with electric
anode insulator and plasma generation). By propulsion thrusters such as plume-spacecraft
using a modular spacecraft bus that incorporates interactions, thruster performance, and
a known set of operating parameters, it is electromagnetic interference issues. More
proposed that these system integration issues importantly, such an experiment will help
can be determined more readily and the further the acceptance of electric propulsion into
knowledge gained put back into electric mainstream satellites.
propulsion system development and spacecraft The platform proposed for flying such
design for operational use. an experiment is the Miniature Sensor

Technology Integration (MSTI) satellite series
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(5]. With a goal to launch a satellite every ten converts 42 Vdc power from the dc-dc convener
to twelve months, the MSTI program is well into power usable by the EPA-700. Space
suited to the EPOCH philosophy of faster Systems/Loral (SS/L) will supply the PPU. The
turnaround times, lower cost, with better DCU is the main interface between the EPOCH
performance, system and the rest of the spacecraft. The DCU

The type of electric propulsion system will control the PPU and other components of
chosen for EPOCH was the Russian EPA-700 the EPA-700 and acquire flight data associated
unit The unit described in detail in this paper with EPA-700 operation. The DCU is designed
is a complete electric propulsion system, and built by Wyle Laboratories at Phillips
utilizing a stationary plasma thruster (SPT) Laboratory, Edwards A.F.B., CA. Table 1
model SPT-70 [6,7]. One EPA-700 unit has contains a mass breakdown of the components
been delivered to the Phillips Laboratory at and subcomponents of EPOCH. Tables 2 and 3
Edwards A.F.B. for qualification testing. Two contain the MSTI Power requirements for a
EPA-700 flight units are scheduled to be future EPA-700 mission. Figure 3 depicts the
delivered in the early fall 1993 to the Phillips simplified power profiles for a EPA-700 electric
Laboratory. The other EPOCH components propulsion system.
(power processing unit, data and command unit,
dc-dc convener) are currently in hardware
development. A flight test of the Russian EPA-700
propulsion unit will assist in the resolution of
SPT ground testing issues, issues associated A photograph of the EPA-700 is shown
with flying Russian hardware on US spacecraft, in Figure 2. The lower portion of the EPA-700
and issues involved with the evaluation of the consists of four propellant tanks (2 plenum
system interaction as associated with a proven chambers, 2 storage tanks) bolted to a mounting
electric propulsion device on a small satellite, plate; between the propellant tanks are the

In this paper, a description, status, and various propellant system components and
future schedule of the EPOCH program will be electrical interfaces. The outer dimensions of
presented. Section II describes the EPOCH the propellant tanks are 28 cm long and 9 cm in
system in detail, Section III describes the diameter. The internal volume is 1480 cm 3

EPOCH configuration, Section IV details the capable of storing approximately 2 kg of xenon.
progress in the qualification program for the The SPT-70 is located on top of the mounting
EPOCH components, and Section V will plate. Note, in actual flight configuration the
describe future testing plans and a tentative handles (on top of the mounting plate) and the
schedule. Finally, Section VI will provide thruster/cathode cover are removed. The overall
conclusions. dimensions of the unit are 30 cm in diameter by

40 cm long. The mounting plate diameter
determines the maximum diameter of the unit.

II Description of the EPOCH System The distance from the bottom of the propellant
tanks to the tip of the cathode determines the

The EPOCH system consists of maximum length. Figure 4 shows a photograph
essentially four components (see Figure 1): the of the EPA-700 with the MSTI 2 satellite. This
EPA-700, the 28 to 42 Vdc convener, power figure illustrates the relative size of the EPA-
processing unit (PPU), and the data and control 700 as compared to the MSTI 2 satellite. Three
unit (DCU). The EPA-700 is an entire electric EPA-700s have been ordered. Of these, two are
propulsion system (without the PPU, DCU, dc- flight units (unit #1 will be flown, unit #2 is a
dc converter)designed and manufactured by the flight spare), and one unit (Unit #3) will be used
Russian Experimental Design Bureau, Fakel, for further development testing in the U.S. and
located in Kaniningrad, Russia. It consists of a returned to Fakel.
stationary plasma thruster (SPT-70), xenon Shown in Figure 5, is a schematic of
propellant tanks, and propellant supply system the propellant system. In this present
(see Figure 2). The dc-dc convener converts configuration, two of the propellant tanks are to
power from the solar array into power usable by store the propellant and two serve as plenum
the PPU. STKeltec of Ft. Walton Beach, FL chambers. A set of Western manufactured
will supply the dc-dc convener cubes. The PPU pyrovalves are located downstream of the
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propellant tanks. The propellant enters one of The total package weight will be 4 lb including
two redundant propellant paths (corresponding mounting, enclosure, and connectors. The dc-dc
to each cathode) consisting of four solenoid converter package mounts on the spacecraft bus
valves, flow restriction, a plenum chamber, and as near the PPU as possible to reduce line loses
thermothrottle. When cathode 1 is operating, in cabling.
solenoid valves 1 and 2 maintain the pressure in
the plenum chambers from 0.16 to 0.185 MPa.
The DCU monitors the plenum pressure Power Processing Unit
measurements from the pressure transducers.
When the plenum pressure reaches the The power processing unit (PPU)
minimum value, the DCU instructs the main converts the 42 ±4 Vdc from the power
spacecraft control system to open the valves convener cubes to 300 ±3 Vdc at 2.2 *0.2 A for
until the plenum tanks reach the maximum the anode discharge current. The PPU also
pressure. The PPU controls everything provides the following control and power
downstream of the pressure transducer. This functions:
part of the propellant system corresponds to the 1) Thermothrottle warm-up power.
xenon flow controller used in the SPT-100 [8]. 2) Thermothrottle operational power of 1-2 A
When cathode 1 is operating, solenoid valves 3 startup and 0-4 A (ac or dc) operational.
and 4 remain open continuously. The 3) Main feed valve open voltage of 28 ±6 Vdc
thermothrottle controls the mass flow rate, with duration <1 sec for valve opening and a
which in turn controls the thruster main holding voltage of 10 ±2 Vdc to hold the valves
discharge current and thrust. The anode and open.
cathode propellant split is approximately 90% 4) Cathode preheater power of 12 ±0.5 A.
and 10% respectively with less than 1.5% 5) Ignitor pulse train of 250-350 Vdc at 100
leakage from the non-operating cathode. Table mA with a holding power of 25-40 volts at 6.5
4 contains the nominal operating conditions and ±1.5 A.
performance parameters of the SPT-70. 6) The magnet power supply.

Figure 6 contains a schematic of the The breadboard PPU is 95% efficient
EPA-700 thruster start-up profile. At the and contains a single channel for the operation
beginning of the sequence, the cathode heater of one cathode only. The flight PPU's will
(80-90 W) and thermothrottle are powered for contain two complete channels, one for each
2.5 minutes. Ten seconds before the ignitor cathode. Only one cathode will be used at a
initiates, the XFC valves open to establish time with the second reserved as a spare.
steady state propellant flow in the thruster. Adjustment of the anode (discharge) current,
Using the PPU, the voltage pulse to the ignitor is heater current, and magnet bias current may be
350 V for a 5 msec duration at a frequency of 10 done either by uplink command or the spacecraft
Hz. Typically, the thruster ignites on the first CPU. The flight PPU's will be >93% efficient
pulse or pulses. After ignition, the SPT rapidly and will incorporate total redundancy with the
ramps up to the set current. exception of the non critical telemetry circuitry.

The anticipated dimensions of the flight PPU are
7.5" high, 7.25" wide, and 11.0" in length with

DC to DC Converter a total weight of 8.2 kg. Three PPU units are
currently under contract. One breadboard PPU

The dc to dc converter accepts the 32 for ground testing is scheduled for delivery in
±12 Vdc supplied by the spacecraft solar array late summer with one protoflight and one flight
and up converts this voltage to 42 ±4 Vdc. A PPU to be delivered in the future.
customized power convener package will
provide the 700 Watts of 42 ±4 Vdc power.
This package consists of 8 series convener cubes Data and Control Unit
(STKeltec standard part #S028S100-C05) each
weighing 4 oz. and occupying a volume of 3" X The Data and Control Unit (DCU) is an
3" X .78" each. Each cube is capable of analog and digital I/O board, and a CPU board
providing 100 Watts of regulated power at 5 built around a 68020 microprocessor. The DCU
Vdc -0.1% with not less than 82.5% efficiency, boards are standard VME size and are VME
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compatible. The DCU boards require a regulated launch vehicle. The qualification test levels are
5 Vdc :5% from the spacecraft bus at < 2A. derived from the payload environment of the
The boards are capable of providing 16 analog Pegasus launch vehicle (current MSTI launch
inputs, 16 analog outputs, 16 digital inputs, and vehicle)[9]. The vibration testing consisted of
16 digital outputs. Some I/O parameters to be random vibration (20-800 Hz: 0.007 g2/Hz, 800-
measured include temperature, pressure, 1000 Hz: 0.007 -0.013 g/Hz, 1000-1330 Hz:
voltage, current, fault status, etc. The DCU 0.013 /Hz 1330-2000 Hz: 0.013-0.0005
accepts commands from the spacecraft CPU and
Command Uplink Decoder for sequencing on/off g2/Hz, 2 minute duration per axis), sine

the EPA-700 subsystem and propellant feed acceleration (X:10g, Y: 3g. Z: 3g. 10 minute

control. The DCU also inputs and converts all duration), shock, and transportation shock. The

EPA-700 operational parameters. These vibration tests were performed at Fakel in

parameters are fed to the PPU as well as to the Kaliningrad and at NPO Energia in Moscow.

spacecraft CPU for control functions. The The EPA-700 was successfully qualified at these

combined weight of the DCU cards is <2 lb. levels, thus insuring the structural integrity of
The DCU will be mounted in the spacecraft the unit.

VME rack located in the electronics bay of the The purpose of the thermal vacuum test

standard MSTI satellite bus. The flight was to demonstrate normal operation of the

prototype has successfully completed testing and EPA-700 at the temperature extremes expected

will be used for future development testing of on a MSTI satellite. The extreme cold occurs

Unit #3. when the EPA-700 faces the 4 K deep space
background, while the extreme hot occurs when
the EPA-700 faces the sun. Thermal interface

IIL EPOCH/Spacecraft Configuration requirements are: temperature range: 0-40 *C,
heat flux range: 12 W into the EPA-700 to 15

Figure 7 depicts the EPOCH/Spacecraft W into the spacecraft. The thermal vacuum

configuration options. Figure 7a shows the tests were performed at Fakel in test chamber

system as delivered from Russia. Figure 7b 33-7-11, which will be described in more detail

configuration depicts the lower profile later. Over 20 thermal sensors were placed on

configuration that may be necessary to retain the the EPA-700, at various locations such as the

EPA-700 volume within the current Pegasus thruster, the mounting plate, the valves, and

payload envelope on the MSTI standard bus. A propellant tanks. The first step of the thermal

major concern with this configuration is plume test procedure simulated the extreme cold to

impingement upon the spacecraft, verify the thermal control components of the
EPA-700 (propellant tank temperature sensors,
heaters, heater control logic). Thruster ignition,

IV. The Qualification of EPOCH steady state operation, and shut down were then

Components performed to verify normal operation of the
EPA-700 at the extreme cold. This procedure

In this section, the testing and was then repeated at extreme hot conditions.

qualification status of each of the EPOCH These tests determined that with the EPA-700

components will be reviewed. At the time of unit (shown in Figure 2) overheated at the base

this writing, only the EPA-700 has undergone of the thruster bracket in both the cold and hot

extensive developmental and qualification tests. tests. Thermal modeling suggested that the

Such tests include thermal vacuum testing, temperature at the base of the thruster bracket

vibration and shock testing, and life testing: all could be reduced by attaching a radiator to the

performed at Fakel. bottom of the thruster. Further testing verified
the thermal model.

A 92 hour life test was the last major

EPA-700 qualification test of the EPA-700. The number
of hours on the thruster before this test was

The purpose of the vibration and shock approximately 10. The life test was performed

tests were to insure that the EPA-700 will at Fakel in test chamber 33-7-11, which consists

survive the mechanical enironment of the of two sections connected together: 2 m length
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X 2 m diameter and 4 m length X 1.5 m with a duration of 5 msec at a frequency of 10
diameter. Three 0.9 m diffusion pumps, with Hz.
LN2 cryo traps, were used. The no flow vacuum At the end of 88 hours of testing, the
pressure was approximately 1X10-5 torr. At a vacuum chamber was opened and the radiator
nominal mass flow rate of approximately 2.6 removed from the EPA-700. The purpose of
mg/sec of xenon, the vacuum pressure was removing the radiator was to gather test data
3X10-5 torr for xenon (1X10-4 for air). The and verify whether it worked as designed. No
cycles performed were 20 cycles of 4 hours attempt was made to reproduce the test
on/0.5 hour off. This sequence was used to conditions of the thermal vacuum test. A
rapidly accumulate hours on the unit. Then, 16 comparison of temperatures measured before
cycles of 0.5 hour on/I hour off were performed. and after the radiator removal was done at the
This sequence was used to simulate the worse normal operating mode in vacuum. After 1
case cycling condition when the thruster hour, the results of this test revealed
operates for one third of an orbit in LEO (0.5 considerable overheating in the EPA-700
hour on, 0.5 hour in eclipse, 0.5 hour allowed thruster bracket To complete the 92 hour life
for battery charging). Finally, 7 cycles of 0.5 test, six 0.5 hour on/1.0 hour off cycles were
hour on/I hour off were performed to total 92 performed with the radiator off.
hours (note that one of the cycles was an hour in After the life test, the EPA-700 was
duration to investigate the effect of the radiator leak checked, weighed, and detanked. After
on the EPA-700). control checks were performed, the EPA-700

Initially, the propellant tanks were was examined for signs of wear. The SPT was
filled to 4+ kg of xenon. The thruster was then cleaned by a Fakel procedure. Before the
mounted such that it faced a 30 degree direction cleaning procedure, the insulator inside the SPT
from the vacuum chamber axis. This was done discharge chamber had the characteristic black
to accommodate the torsional thrust stand in the coating or film (see Figure 8). The insulator
vacuum chamber. At the beginning of the test was not cleaned during the 92 hour life test. In
the pyro valves were fired. All thruster addition, this black film also showed signs of
operating parameters were within specifications flaking in some regions of the outer insulator.
throughout the testing (see Table 4). After the Also visible on the mounting plate of the EPA-
first 20 cycles, the vacuum chamber was opened 700 was a coating of metallic nature. This
to realign the thrust stand. This realignment coating is suspected to consist of vacuum
was required because the mass expended during chamber materials caused by the impingement
EPA operation (0.75 kg) significantly affected of the SPT plume on the chamber wall (i.e.,
the zero offset of the thrust stand. Note, in all sputtering of the chamber wall materials). In
but two cycles the SPT started essentially summary, the EPA-700 was operated for a total
instantaneously when the ignitor initiated (160 of 92 + 10 hours and 43 + 6 cycles. All
seconds after the cathode heater turned on see components of the EPA-700 were observed to
Figure 6). There was an observed effect on the work as designed.
ignition time only when the vacuum chamber
was exposed to the laboratory environment and
then pumped down again. At the beginning of Other Co onentsOther Componentsthe qualification life test, the SPT ignited at 176
seconds after the cathode heater was on (i.e., 16 The dc-dc converter package status is:
seconds after the ignitor was on). At the start of the individual power cubes have been qualified
the 21st cycle, the SPT ignited at 166 seconds. to the "" level and radiation testing has
These delays are suspected to be due toThese delays are suspected to be due to recently been completed to 1 Mrad total dose.
oxidation layers on the cathode surface. These The DCU prototype has completed
delays were also, in part, due to the Fakel PPU functional testing and will be used in further

functional testing and will be used in furtherwhich delivered an ignitor signal with a pulsewhich delivered an ignitor signal with a pulse prototype testing of the EPA system. The flight
duration of 50 to 150ptsec at a frequency on the DCU will be built when funds are available.
order of 10 Hz with an amplitude of The breadboard PPU will be tested with
approximately 250-350 Volts. To account for a PC DCU simulator and SPT dynamic load
this the EPOCH PPU will have a 350 Volt pulse simulator at SS/Loral in early September 1993.
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Table 1: Mass Breakdown for the components of EPOCH.

EPA-700:
Propellant Tanks 1.9

Plenum Tanks 1.9
SPT-70 1.5
Frame & Mounting Plate 1.6
Propellant System (w/o 2.5

tanks)
Miscellaneous 1.1

Total (EPA-700) 10.5
Power Processing Unit:
Total (PPU) 8.2
Data and Control Unit:
Total (DCU) .9
DC to DC Converter:
Total (Converter) 1.8

Table 2: EPOCH EPA-700 Power Requirement
...... . ..

41.5 Volt Conversion (assuming 82.5% efficiency)
550 Watts to the PPU=670 Watts to the Conversion -120

Unit
PPU (assuming 92.5% efficiency)

550 Watts Input to Unit=509 Watts to the Thruster -41
DCU -10
Thruster -509
EPA Subsystem Power Totals -680

Current Background Power Requirements -240
Solar Array Sizing Necessary 920
Current Solar Array Design 1000
Totals (Margin) 80
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Table 3: EPOCH EPA-700 Charge Assessment

Background Power Used for 30 Minute Eclipse 240 0.5 4.29
Power Required to Recharge (discharge* 1.2 charge efficiency 288 5.14
factor)
Charge Capability (1000 Watt S/A & 240 Watt background power) 760 27.14
Current Recharge Time for 30 Minute Eclipse/Thruster Off 760 0.19 5.14

Table 4: Measured Performance Parameters of SPT-70 Factory No. 1.

This SPT-70 is that which is a part of EPA-700 unit #3.

Measured Quantities:

540 300 1.8 30.8 *3.1 2.2
660 300 2.2 39.2 ±3.9 2.66
720 300 2.4 43.7 *4.4 2.82

Derived Quantities:
40% 44% 47%
1400 1480 1550
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